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REAL VECTOR BUNDLES AND SPACES

WITH FREE INVOLUTIONS

BY

ALLAN L. EDELSON(')

Abstract. The functor KR(X), defined in [4], is a contravariant functor defined in

the category of spaces with involutions. It is shown herein that this functor is classi-

fied by equivariant maps into the complex Grassmann manifold, which is given the

involution induced by complex conjugation. For the case of free involutions it is

shown that the classifying maps can be taken to lie outside the fixed point set of the

Grassmann manifold. This fixed point set can be identified with the real Grassmann

manifold. It is then shown that, for free involutions, KR(X) is an invariant of the

homotopy type of the orbit space X modulo its involution. The multiplicative group

of real line bundles, real in the sense of [4], is shown to be classified by equivariant

maps into a quadric surface Q in complex projective space. Q carries a free involution

and this classification is again valid for spaces with free involutions.

I. Introduction. In [4] the definition of Atiyah-real vector bundles was given,

and they, together with the associated A-theory, were studied. The purpose of this

paper is twofold. First we will extend the known classification theorems for

complex A-theory to the new theory. Second we will obtain new results for the

case of Atiyah-real vector bundles over spaces with free involutions. It was antici-

pated that this functor could be used to obtain a characterization of Mk, the

differentiable seven sphere defined by Milnor in [1]. This question is studied in

§111, where KR{Ml) is computed.

To review the definitions and results of [4], we have that a real space is a topo-

logical space X together with a homeomorphism t: X —> X with t2 = identity. We

will write ?(x) = x. An Atiyah-real vector bundle over a real space is a complex

vector bundle E -> X which itself is a real space and such that

(1) 7r: 7i-> Xis equivariant,

(2) the induced map Ex —> Es is conjugate linear.

The Grothendieck group of Atiyah-real vector bundles over the real space X is

denoted by KR(X). There is a Bott periodicity theorem and derived cohomology

theory.

Define

(1) Rp-" = R'i + iRp,
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(2) 5"-s = unit ball in J?™,

(3) Sp'" = unit sphere in Rp-Q,

(4) KRp-%X, Y) = KR(XxBp-Q, XxS'-'v YxBp-9),

(5) KRp-0 = KRp,KR°-q = KR-'>.
We then have the following exact sequences:

(1.1) ■KR-'1(X)^KR-%Y)^KR-'1+1(X, ¥)-*■■;
(1.2) • ■ -KRo-^X) -► ATÄp-«(F) -* /TÄ"-4-^^, 7) -»-• •  (p^O),

(1.3) 0 -> £/?-«(.¥) -* ^-«(JSTx S*-0) -* KRP + 1-%X) -> 0 (/»à 3).

Our first result is the following:

Proposition II. 1. There exists a bijective correspondence

®n\X) —> [X, Gn(C    )\equivariant-

Here On{X) denotes the isomorphism classes of Atiyah-real vector bundles over the

real space X. The Grassmannian is given the involution induced by complex

conjugation.

If we consider the case of spaces with fixed point free involutions we obtain :

Proposition III. 1. If X is a compact space with fixed point free involution

r: X—h X, then KR(X) is an invariant of the homotopy type of the orbit space X/t.

With this result and the exact sequence 1.3 we obtain

Corollary. KR(M7k)^Z.

These methods can be used to study the group of Atiyah-real line bundles on

spaces with free involutions. Some results have been obtained and will appear

elsewhere.

II. Classification of real vector bundles. If Vk(Cn)=U(n)/U(n — k) denotes the

Stiefel variety of orthonormal ¿-frames in Cn, complex conjugation in U(n)

defines an involution of Vk(Cn) which sends (vu ..., vk) to (vu ..., vk). Define an

involution on the Grassmann manifold Gk(Cn) by requiring that the following

diagram commute:

Vk(C»)-^->Gk(C»)

W)_L^C7fc(C)

If Ve Gk(Cn) has basis {vlt..., vk}, t(V)=V is the subspace of C having basis

{^i,..., vk}. The classifying bundle yl is defined to be that subspace of Gk(C") xCn

consisting of all pairs (V, x) such that x e V. Defining an involution on Gk(Cn) x Cn

by t x K we clearly have that yk is invariant under this involution and hence txK

defines an involution on y% by (V, x) -*■ (V, x). Since the projection y\ -*■ Gk(Cn),
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(V, x) -> V is equivariant and the map induced on fibres is conjugate linear, we

have that y" is a real vector bundle over the real space Gk(Cn). We have the follow-

ing inclusions:

Gk(Cn) -> Gfc(C" + 1) ->. » » U Gk(Cm) = GJC")
kâm

which are equivariant and hence an involution is defined on Gh(C°°). Similarly yk

becomes a real vector bundle over the real space Gk(C°). If

V=<v1,...,vkyeGk{Cn)

is a fixed point, it follows that vxe V and hence the vectors {(»■ + vt), — i(vt — Sj)} are

all real, i.e. fixed, and span V. Assume then that if Ve Gk(Cn) is a fixed point,

V=(vu ..., vk} where v¡ is real for i= 1,..., k. The map Gk(Rn) -*■ Gk(Cn) defined

by <Xj,..., xfc> -*■ <x1;..., xk} is an embedding onto the fixed point set of Gk(Cn)

for k^n^co. In particular then taking k = 1 we have embeddings of PRn and PRm

onto the fixed point sets of PC and PC" respectively. Now let X and Y be real

spaces, X compact and let ®n(X) denote the set of isomorphism classes of real

«-dimensional vector bundles over X, [X, Y]e the set of equivariant homotopy

classes of maps X-*- Y. As a first result we have

Proposition ILL There exists a bijective correspondence ^>n(X) -> [X, Gn(C°)]e.

Proof. By [1, Theorem 2.4] a real vector bundle is locally trivial in the category

of real spaces. Let f ^> X be a real vector bundle. Then Vx e X 3 a neighborhood

of Ua of x and an isomorphism ha: ■n-~1(Ua) 5> Uax Cn. If x = t(x), then Ua can

be taken to be a connected open set containing x. If x ^ t(x) then Ua can be taken

to be the union of two disjoint open sets Ua=Ux^J Uz(x) where the involution

maps Ux homeomorphically onto Ux(x). Let {í/¡}¡m=1 be a finite subcovering giving

the local product structure, and let {/>¡}¡m= i be a partition of unity subordinate to

the given covering so that cl (pl'1(0, l])c: f/4. Define a partition of unity by

1i(x)=i(Pi(x)+Pi(T(x)))- Then clfaf^O, l])cí/¡ and g,i(x)=^r,(1"W)' Assume then

the partition of unity {p¡} is equivariant in this sense.

Lemma ILL 3 an equivariant map g¡: 77_1({/j) —> C2n which is an isomorphism

when restricted to each fibre.

Proof. For xeU¡ let fJ. = 7r_1(x) and define g,: f*->-C2n by the following

composition:

£x ^U R2n (8> BC -^-> C2n

where gi(x, e) = (ñ¡(x, e)-hi{r{x, e))) ® 1 -/(/!j(t(x, e))-rtj(x, e)) ® i, and ^ is the

C-isomorphism p.[{xy,..., x2n) 0 z] = (XiZ,..., x2„z). Then g¡ is a monomorphism
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on each fibre since g,(c) = 0 => h¡(x, e) + hi(T(x, e)) = 0, h¡(x, e) — /.¡(t(x, e)) = 0

=*> h¡(x, e) = 0 => e = 0. Also g¡ is C-linear since

g¡(x, ie) = (/¡¡(x, ie) + hi(T(x, ie))) ® 1 - 1(/¡¡(x, z'e) -/t¡( t(x, fe))) ® ¿

= (//z,(x, e)-ih¿r{x, e))) ® l-i(ht(x, e) + iht{T(x, e))) ® i

= /(/¡¡(x, e)-Ai(r(x, e))) ® 1 +(/zt(x, e)+A¿TÍ>, e))) <g¡ /

= &(x, e).

It is clear that g¡ is equivariant. Thus g¡: 7r_1(í/j) ->■ C2n is the required map.

Now let {C/JfLi be an open covering of X by real subsets and g¡: 7r_1(í/í) -»■ C2"

equivariant and a monomorphism on each fibre. Let {FJ be an equivariant partition

of unity subordinate to the given covering. Define a map

g- ç -> c2n ® ■ ■ • © C2n s C2""1

by #(*, e) = (p1(x)g1(x, e),.. .,pm(x)gm(x, e)). Since gt(Çx) and g/f*) lie in com-

plementary subspaces for i^j we have that g is a monomorphism on each fibre.

Clearly g is equivariant. g defines a map g: | ~> y2""1 by g(x, i") = «g(^)>, g(x, e))

and a map of base spaces g: X^- Gn(C2mn) he x-> <g(£*)>. We have then proved

Lemma II.2. //| ii> X isa real n-dimensional vector bundle, there exists a classify-

ing map g: X^ Gn{C2mn) for m sufficiently large, such that g*(y2mn)=£ as real

vector bundles.

Now let j: Gn(Ck)~^- GJl(Ck + l) be the natural equivariant inclusion. The proof

of the following is exactly as for the complex case and will be omitted.

Lemma II.3. If g: X^¡* Gn(Ck) is a classifying map for the real vector bundle

£ IL> X then the composition j ° g: X-> Gn{Ck + l) is also a classifying map for Ç.

From the sequence of equivariant inclusions Gn(Cm) —>■■ • •—> Gn(Cm + k) —»■• ■ •

—*■ Gn(Cœ) it follows that given any £ ->• X there exists a mapf: X —> Gn(C°) such

that fs/rCvJ-

Lemma II.4. Let fig: X^ Gn(Cm) be two maps such that f*{y™) and g*(y%) are

(real) isomorphic. Let j: Gn(Cm) -> Gn(C2m) be the natural inclusion. Then

j °f—j ° g in the category of real spaces.

Proof. The proof is similar to the complex case. We have a vector bundle $-^- X

and two vector bundle morphisms/: f -> y%, g: £ -> y™ inducing maps/ g of the

base spaces, /and g are isomorphisms on each fibre. Define q:y™ —> Cm by

q(v, x) = x, and/'=«7 °/: f-> Cm,g' =q °¿iíirf Cm.f and g' are monomorphisms

on each fibre and are equivariant. We have equivariant homotopies h\ : C -> C2n,

h°t:Cn^C2n defined by

h\(xx,.. .,xn) = (l-i)Ox, x2,.. .) + t(x1, 0, x2, 0,...),

A?(xi,...,x») = (l-i)Oi,*2, ■ ■ ■) + t(0,x1,0,x2,...)

and having the following properties:
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(1) «§ = «§ = inclusion: Cn^C2n,

(2) hl(Cn) = C2n n Cevea, h%(Cn) = C2n n Coda,

(3) there are vector bundle morphisms

ifeJe):yï-+Ylm,      (f0,f°):yZ^y2nm

such that q °fe = h{, qf° = h°1,

(4) fe and/0 are homotopic to inclusion Gn(Cm) "S Gn(C2m).

A homotopy f~g is then obtained since we have/°f~fe °f—f° ° g—j° g-

We have thus defined a map Q>n(X) —> [X, Gn(Cc0)]e which is clearly onto and is

one-to-one by Lemma II.3. This completes the proof of Proposition ILL

We now consider the case of free involutions, recalling that Gk(Rn) can be identi-

fied with the fixed point set of Gk(Cn).

Proposition II.2. If X is a compact space with fixed point free involution 3 a

bijective correspondence ®n(X) -t* [X, Gn(C00)-Gn(P00)]e.

Proof. Notice that Gn(Cco)-Gn(Pœ) has no fixed points. Thus we are showing

that when Zhas no fixed points the image of X can be pulled off the fixed point set

and that homotopies can be taken in the complement of the fixed point set.

Lemma II.5. Let X be a compact, connected space with fixed point free involution

t\ X-> X. 3 a finite covering {í/¡}[=1 of X giving the local product structure, and

maps {gi}i = 1 having the following properties:

(1) Each Ut is the union of two disjoint open sets, Ut=UXiu Uzix0 with

UXi n Uuxo = 0, r(UXi)=UUXi).

(2) g¡: 7T"1(í7i) -»■ C2n is equivariant and a monomorphism on each fibre.

(3) If x e Uh so that t(x) e U¡, then gi(ix)¥:gi(inx)) os n-dimensional subspaces

ofC2n.

Proof. Let {U$ml, {g¡}¡ = i be constructed as in the proof of Lemma ILL Then

since X has no fixed points the covering {í/¡} can be taken to be the union of two

open sets, disjoint, and conjugate under r. We have the map g¡: tt~\Uí)^- C2n

which is equivariant and a monomorphism on each fibre. Then gt induces a map

<P¡: 77-\Ui)^y2n by <Pi(x. <?) = «&(£*)>, g\(x,e)) and hence a classifying map

fii f/t.-* Gn(C2n) defined by x -> <&(£*)>. Since || Vi is trivial in the category of

real spaces by [1, Theorem 2.4] the map <p¡ is equivariantly homotopic to a map

<Pi': Ui rfr Gn(C2n) which sends the components UXi and UliXi) to distinct conjugate

points of Gn(C2n). Thus g¡ is homotopic to a map g[: ■n-1(Ui)-~> C2n such that

ií(£x)¥=g'i(i-nx)) as n-dimensional subspaces of C2n. This proves Lemma II.4.

Again choose an equivariant partition of unity {pi}f»i subordinate to the given

covering. Define g : f -+ C2mn as before by g(x, e) = (p1(x)g1(x, e),.. .,pm(x)gm(x, e)),

where the gt are taken to satisfy the conditions of Lemma II.4. As before g is

equivariant and a monomorphism on each fibre. Since the involution on X is free

we now must show that g(^x)¥'g(ir{x)) as «-dimensional subspaces of C2mn. Let
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{et}f=1 be a basis for £x, so that Mx¡)} is a basis for £Ux). Then {g{x, e¡)}

= {((Pi(x)gi(x, et),.. .,pm(x)gm(x, eA)} is a basis for g(£x). If g(£x)=g((«x}) then

n

(Pi{x)gi{r{x, e,)),.. .,pm(x)gm(j(x, e¡))) = 2 ^(Pi<»£?iO, e3),...,pm(x)gm(x, e,)).
/=i

Thus pk(x)gk(T(x,ei)) = Z]=1Xij(pk(x)gk(e,eJ)), /=1, 2,...,«, and k=l,...,m.

This contradicts the requirements that g/Xf^^gicd«*)) for xeUk and the lemma

is proved.

We then have that g: f —> C2mn defines a map g(x, e) = ((g(£x)y, g{x, e)) and a

map of base spaces X -+ Gn(C2mn) by x-><g(|x)>. Following by the inclusion

Gn(C2mn) -> Gn(C°°) we have the required classifying map. Since g(U#g(fI(^))

the map X-> Gn{C°) lies in the complement of the fixed point set and hence is a

mapX^Gn(CM)-Gn(7r).

Proposition II.2 will be proven when we have shown that homotopies between

two classifying maps can be taken to lie in the complement of the fixed point set.

Lemma II.6. If fig: X^ Gn(Cn)-Gn(Rm) are such that f*(yT)~g*{yn) as real

vector bundles, i.e. the pullbacks of y%\Gn(Cm) — Gn(Rm) are isomorphic, then there

is a homotopy j of~j o g ■ X -> Gn(C2m) - Gn(R2m).

Proof. In the proof of Lemma II.3 equivariant homotopies «¡ and «°: Cm —> C2m

were defined. We have «f a linear monomorphism with matrix

2/-1

and a similar matrix for {hf). Since these matrices have real entries the transforma-

tions h\ and «° commute with complex conjugation and hence are equivariant.

Thus the maps/* and/0 are equivariant so that/te of(X)<=Gn(Cm)-Gn(Rm) and

ft°og(X)<=Gn(Cm)-Gn(Rm) provided f(X), g(X)^Gn(Cm)-Gn(Rm)- It follows

then that there is a homotopy f~g: X^ Gn(C2m)-Gn(R2m) and Lemma II.5 is

proved. This completes the proof of Proposition II.2.

III. Fixed point free involutions. We assume X is compact, connected, simply

connected and that t : X ->■ X acts freely. By §11 any real «-dimensional vector

bundle f over X corresponds to a map ff: X-* Gn(Cm) - Gn(Rm) for sufficiently

large m. If We Gk{Cn)-Gk{Rn) and W' e Gt(Cm), the sum W® W' is not left

r   u

(1-0.

(«0 =
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fixed by complex conjugation in Gk+l{Cn + m) since the images of W and W lie in

complementary subspaces of Cn + m. Thus W® W e Gk + ,(Cn + m)-Gk + ¡(Rn + m).

This is true provided k>0. The following lemma is proved as for the complex case

and the proof is omitted :

Lemma III.l. // /: X^ Gk{Cn)-Gk(Rn) and gn: X-> t7,(Cm)-G¡(Rm) are

classifying maps for £ and-q respectively, then the composition

d(ftxg,)A:X->Gk + l(C- + m)-Gk + l(R- + m)

is a classifying map for £ © r¡. Here A: X-+ Xx X is the diagonal map and d is

induced by the map CnxCm -> Cn + m sending

Ol, • ••»*»)» (Wl> ■••>*>«)-+ Ol. • • •» ¿n, Wl, ■ ■ •» Wm).

Since the trivial bundle 8m can be classified by the unique map X -> Gm(Cm) we have

the following

Lemma III.2. Iff(: X-> Gk(Cn)-Gk(Rn), k>0, is a classifying map for the real

bundle £-> X, then jo f(; X^ Gk + m(Cn + m)-Gk + m(Rn + m) is a classifying map for

£®8m. Here j: Gk(Cn)-Gk(R»)-> Gk + m(Cn + m)-Gk + m(Rn + m) is the natural

inclusion.

If BU={J1Sn Gn(C2n) then BO = {J1Sn Gn(R2n) can be identified with the fixed

point set of Ft/under the involution induced by complex conjugation. Every element

of KR(X) can be written as [r¡] — [8n] where r¡ is an «-dimensional real vector

bundle over X. If r¡ is an «-dimensional real bundle over X with classifying map

/„: X-*Gn(Cm)-Gn(Rm) there is a bundle ij'-*■ X with classifying map

/„-: X^ Gk(Cl)-Gk(R') such that y ®r)'=8n + k has classifying map

f: X^Gk + n(Cm + l)-Gk + n(Rm + l)-

Define f0: C° -*■ C™ by /0fe) = e2i and fe: C00 -» C°° by fe(ei) = e2l. These maps

give rise to <f>n: Gn(C2»)x Gn(C2n) -+ G2n(Cin), where +n{W, W')=f0(W)+fe{W).

Since fo(rV) and fe{W) lie in complementary subspaces of C4n there is an induced

map ^GriC^-GrXR^xGriC^-GM^^G^C^-G^R^). The prod-

uct BUxBU-> BUis induced by ip„. We have the following commutative diagram

where the vertical maps are inclusions:

Gn(C2«)-Gn(R2n)x G„(C2")-Gn(Ä2")-_->G2r¡(C1")-G2n(Ri")

í 1
C,ti(C»t»)-C„tl(i»tu)xG»tl(C!("tl))-C,tl(«2(,t")-^G2n + 2(C2<2" + 2>)-G2„ + 2(JR2(2" + 2>).

Thus there is a product induced
' <P

BU-BOxBU-BO-> BU-BO

Gn(C2") - Gn(R2n) x Gn(C2n) - Gn(R2«) -> G2n(C*n) - G2n(Rin)
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so that the above diagram commutes. If/: X'-> BU—BO we can assume that

/: X-> Gn(C2n)-Gn(R2n) for sufficiently large «. Define

9: [X, BU-BO]e -> KR(X)

by 9[f]=f*(y2n»)-9n.

Lemma III.3. 9 is an isomorphism of groups.

Proof. 9[f]=f*(y2n)-9n, and 6[g]=g*(y*n)~dn. There is an equivariant

homotopy

¿n ~ d: Gn(C2n) - Gn(P2") x Gn(C2n) - Gn(G2») -* G2n(C^) - G2n(R*").

Thus

(Mfxg)A)*(y2t) = (d(fxg)A)*(y%)

= A*(/*(y2")x£*(y2*)) =f*(y2») ®g*(y2«),

and so

eihVxg)*] =f*{y2nn)®g*(yln)-92n

= (/*(yf ) - On)+(g*(y2nn) - en) = e\f\+0[g].

Now let/: X ^ BU—BO be an equivariant map. There is then an induced

map/: X/t^- BU—BO/t defined by/[x] = [tt2 °/(x)] where 7r2 is the projection.

We have the following commutative diagram:

Y-J-^BU-BO

"i

X/r-+BU-BOJT

Clearly an equivariant homotopy f~g defines a homotopy/~g and thus there is a

function <p: [X, BU— BO]e —»• [X, f. BU— BO/t]. We now require information

about the fibration BU-BO % BU-BO/t.

Lemma III.4. BU—BO is simply connected.

Proof. For dimensional reasons Gn(C2n) — Gn(R2n) is arcwise connected for

«^2. It is obtained from Gn_i(C'2B-a)-(7,,_iGR8n-a) by attaching cells e2k-ek,

where k>\. Each e2k — ek is a 2fc-dimensional cell with a ¿-dimensional cell re-

moved. We refer to [2] for a complete description of the cell structure of Gn(C2n).

Thus the quotient space

Gn(C2") - Gn(P2")/G„ _ ¿C2" -2) - Gn _ ».(T?2" - 2)

is a wedge of spheres S2k — Dk, k>\. Each S2k— Dk is a 2fc-sphere with a ¿-disc

removed. Since Dk is contractable in S2k, it follows that any loop in Gn(C2n)
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— Gn(R2n) can be deformed into Gy(C2) — GX(R2), which is a disjoint union of two

2-discs. Hence every loop is null-homotopic. Thus each Gn(C2n) — Gn(R2n) is simply

connected. By Proposition 4.3 of [3] the inclusion Gn(C2n) - Gn(R2n) ^ BU-BO

induces an isomorphism of fundamental groups. Hence (BU—BO) is simply

connected. Let g: BU—BOIt —> RPX be a classifying map for the principal z2-

bundle BU-BO Q BU-BO/t. By Lemma III.4 ■n1(BU-BO) = 0; the same is true

of X by assumption. Thus BU—BO and X ave the universal covering spaces of

their orbit spaces BU—BO/t and X/r. It follows then that the corresponding line

bundles g*(y(l)) and (g °/)*(y(l)) have nonzero Stiefel Whitney classes w^O.

Here y(l) is the canonical line bundle y(l) -2*. RP(\) = BO(\). By naturality of the

Stiefel Whitney classes and the fact that W!(y(l))#0 we have f*(w1(y(\)))

= wi(/*(y(l))) and/*g*(wi(y(l))) = w1((go/)*(y(l))). From the exact homotopy

sequence of the fibrations X\ X/t and BU-BO ^BU-BO/t we have that

■n^X/r) ^tt^BU- BO It) s tt^RP m)^z2 Hence

g*: H\RPx;z2) ^ H\BU-BOjr; z2)

and

f*:H\BU-BO/r; z2) —f¡ H\X/t; z2).

Let [X/t, BU—BO/t]' denote the set of homotopy classes of maps

/: X/t-> BU-BO/t

such that f* : H\BU-BO/t; z2) %, H\X/t; z2). Then we have

<p: [X, BU-BO]e -> [X/t, BU-BO/t]'.

Now let/e [X/t, BU-BO/t]'. Then the composition/o tt,: A^ BU-BO/t lifts

to a map/: Jf-> BU-BO such that f° Ti=7r2 °//*#0 implies that/is a bundle

map and one-one on fibres. Hence/is equivariant. The map

<l>: [X/t, BU-BO/t]' -> [X, BU-BO]e

thus defined is clearly an inverse to <p, and we have that <p defines a bijective corres-

pondence [X/t, BU-BO/t]' <-> [A-, BU-BO]e.

Proposition III. 1. If X is connected and simply connected with fixed point free

involution t : X -> X then KR(X) is an invariant of the homotopy type of the orbit

space X/t.

Proof. Let X and Y be as above and h : X/t a homotopy equivalence. Then h

defines a bijective correspondence h*: [Y/t, BU-BO/t]' -> [X/t, BU-BO/t]'.

We have the following sequence of bijections :

8
KR~(X) -e-1 [X, BU-BO]e -^> [X/t, BU-BO/t]'

h* q>y 8y
<— [Y/t, BU-BO/t]' <r^- [Y, BU-BO]e —-+ KR~(Y)
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where 9X and 9y are group isomorphisms. Let a: KR~(X)-+KR~(Y) be the

composition of the above bijections.

Lemma III.5. a is a group isomorphism.

Proof. Let [/], [g] e [X, BU-BO]e. Then it suffices to prove «([/] + [g])

= alf] + a[g] where by an abuse of notation we let a denote the map

[X, BU—BO]e —>• [Y, BU—BO]e. Since Xis compact we can assume

f,g:X^Gn(C2")-Gn(R2n).

If h is a lifting of« to Y, then we have the following:

«(l/l+kD^.oí/xrfoA.oí,

«[/] +«[g]  = YB o (/X g) o (« X h) o Ay.

Here A denotes the diagonal map. These maps are in fact equal, which proves

Lemma III.5 and hence completes the proof of Proposition III. 1.

Let Mk denote the exotic seven-sphere defined in [1]. Then Mk is homeomorphic

to S7 and carries a fixed point free involution r: Mk -> Ml. By [1] there is a homo-

topy equivalence «: MI/t^P7. Using the notation of [4] Sp,° denotes the p— 1

sphere with antipodal involution, and there is the following short exact sequence

which splits naturally:

0 -* KR-\X) -> KR-"(Xx Sp-°) -> KRp + 1->{X) -> 0   for p ^ 3, q ^ 0.

Taking X= point, q = 0,p = 8, we have

KR-%X) s KR(pt) S KO(pt) 3¡ Z,       KRP + 1~%X) = KR9(pt).

By [4] KR9(pt)^KR-1(pt)^KO(S'7) = 0. Thus we have KR(Se-°)^Z ©0=Z. By

Theorem III.l there is an isomorphism a: KR{M~l) E> KR(Sa'°).

Corollary. KR{Ml)^Z.
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